
Titan Turf and SYNLAWN's 
Superior Synthetic Lawns  
are Optimised, U/V 
Stabilised and Developed to 
Perform for Australia's Harsh 
and Unforgiving Climate - 
Guaranteed. 

Titan Turf Partnering with SYNLAWN - Manufacturing Australia's Premier Synthetic Turf

Only Yarn
Made in Australia

Made for the
Australian Sun



Titan Turf partnering with SYN LAWN one of the world's foremost synthetic yarn manufacturers. Our 
yarns are made in Australia and ideally suited for Australian conditions. 

SYN LAWN yarns have inbuilt proprietary features not found in other yarns. They are purpose suited 
with ISO quality assurance proven by continuous testing going back 25 years and optimised for the 
harsh Australian climate 

Cool It Down 

Coo/plus is an infrared reflective yam that retards heat, making it 
much cooler and more pleasant to use on hot, sunny days 
compared to products with standard yams. 

The advanced Coo/plus yam technology does not absorb infrared 
rays from the sun, translating into less molecular vibration which 
produces heating of an object therefore providing a cooler 
surface. 

Studies show Coo/plus surface temperatures are consistently up 
to 25% cooler/lower than standard or generic yarns. 

The bottom line is an artificial lawn that feels soft and comfortable 
whilst maintaining an impressive natural appearance and remains 
cooler than the rest under the hot Australian sun. 

Superior Strength and Longevity with "Hybrid 
Emulsion" 

Hybrid Emulsion is an advanced and superior secondary backing 
replacing outdated SBR latex used in other synthetic turf products. 

Essentially the backing system of synthetic turf is what determines the 
overall strength and durability to synthetic turf. 

Extensive research and development led to the ground breaking 
innovation called "Hybrid Emulsion" 

An innovation exclusive to SYNLAV\tN and Titan Turf products, Hybrid 
Emulsion is a monumental industry achievement for increased 
dimensional stability and tuft-lock integrity. Providing Titan Turf products 
with unrivalled longevity, high performance and ultra-durability. 
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